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THE MENOMINEE STRUGGLE TO MAINTAIN
THEIR TRIBAL ASSETS AND PROTECT THEIR
TREATY RIGHTS FOLLOWING TERMINATION
JOSEPH F.

PRELOZNIK*

STEVEN FELSENTHAL * *

I.

INTRODUCTION

The termination policy" enabled Congress to eliminate federal
fiduciary responsibility over Native Americans. However, for the
undesirous and unprepared Indian, this same termination policy produced a "termination psychosis": a demoralization and anxiety
among terminated and nonterminated Indians who experienced either
directly or by threat of application forced cultural disintegration
by operation of federal decree.
For the Menominee Tribe of Wisconsin termination has exhausted
their tribal treasury, opened their sacred lands to non-Menominee
persons, denied them control over their own corporate structure
and rocked their identity as a people. With their backs against
the wall, tribal members launched a massive Congressional lobbying
effort which resulted in the passage of the Menominee Restoration
Act.2 In addition to addressing Menominee problems, the Act provides visible and concrete evidence of the end of the termination
policy and further provides the foundation for the beginning of a
new federal government-Indian partnership relationship.
This article chronicles the Menominee struggle to maintain their
tribal assets and protect their treaty rights following termination.
Section II provides a brief summary of pre-termination Menominee
* Preloznik & Meria.m, Madison, Wise., J.D. 1962, University of Wisconsin. The firm in
which he is a senior partner represents Menominee Enterprises, Inc. and the Menominee
Restoration Committee.
** Preloznik & Merriam, Madison, Wisc., J.D. 1974, University of Wisconsin.
1. H.R. Con. Res. 108, 83d Cong., 1st Sess., 99 CONG. Rlc. 10933 (1953).
2. Menominee Restoration Act, 87 Stat. 770 (1973)
(25 U.S.C.A. §§ 903-903f (Supp.
1974)), repealing 68 Stat. 250 (1954). 25 U.S.C. §§ 891-902 (1970).
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history. Section III examines the termination process while Section
IV addresses the 13-year fight to preserve tribal rights and assets.
Section V outlines how restoration will protect those rights and
assets. This chronicle illustrates the lesson addressed by Ada Deer,
Menominee leader, in testimony given during the Restoration hearings conducted by the House Subcommittee on Indian Affairs:
Termination represented a gigantic and revolutionary
forced change in the traditional Menominee way of life. Congress expected us to replace our Indian way of life with a
complicated corporate style of living. Congress expected immediate Menominee assimilation of non-Indian culture, values
and life styles.

The truth is that we Menominees have never wanted such
changes imposed upon us, any more than white people would
want an Indian way of life imposed upon them.
To Menominee, the real meaning of the termination period is this: Congress decided unilaterally to end its treaty
obligations toward us, and attempted to thrust us-unprepared
and uninformed into a way of life completely unacceptable
to us. The effects of this transition have been tragic and disastrous.8
With restoration Congress may have finally realized that Native
Americans and their culture are not to be obliterated by federal
decree.
II. PRE-TERMINATION MENOMINEE HISTORY
Since time immemorial the Menominee people have lived as
a tribe in eastern Wisconsin. In a series of seven treaties they ceded
over 11 million acres of land to the United States and acknowledged
themselves to be under the protection of the United States.4 Finally,
in the 1854 Treaty of Wolf River, they received "a permanent
home," composed of 276,480 acres "to be held as Indian lands are
held. 15 After a cession of a portion of these lands in 1858 for
the use of the Stockbridge-Munsee Indians,6 these lands were held
intact by the United States government in trust for the tribe until
April 30, 1961, when the Secretary of the Interior promulgated the
3. Hearings on H.R. 7421 Before the Subcomrnm. on Indian Allairs of the House Comm.
on Interior and Insular Affairs, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess., Ser. 93, pt. 20, at 32, 35 (1978)
(statement made by Ada Deer, Chairperson, Menominee Voting Trust).
4. Treaty of St. Louis, 7 Stat. 153 (1817). Treaty of Prairie des Chiens, 7 Stat. 272
(1825) ; Treaty of Butte des Morts, 7 Stat. 303 (1827) ; Treaty of Washington, 7 Stat. 342
(1831) and 7 Stat. 405 (1832) ; Treaty of Cedar Point, 7 Stat. 506 (1836) ; Treaty of Lake
Pow-aw-Lay-kon-nay, 9 Stat. 853 (1948) ; and Treaty of Wolf River, 10 Stat. 1064 (1854).
6. Treaty of Wolf River, Art. 2, 10 Stat. 1064, 1065 (1854).
6. Treaty with the Menomnees,'11 Stat. 679 (1856).
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Menominee Terminaton Plan, thereby making the Menominee Termination Act fully effective. 7
III.

TERMINATION PROCESS
A.

PURPOSE

The Termination Act" was enacted by Congress in 1954 for
the purpose of providing "for orderly termination of Federal supervision over the property and members of the Menominee Indian
Tribe of Wisconsin.",, Congressional sponsors of the legislation felt
that "freeing" the Menominee of federal controls would hasten the
assimilation of tribal members into the mainstream of American
social and political life.' 0 "Freeing" the Menominee of federal controls also meant the elimination of federal program and administrative costs."" The legislation thereby eliminated the federal fiduciary
responsibility over the tribe originally established and reaffirmed
2
by the Menominee - United States treaties.1
B.

IMPLEMENTATION

The termination process required that individual and tribal property rights be protected; that services formerly performed by the
federal government be rendered to the tribe; and that the tribal
lumber industry, formerly managed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
be maintained.
1.

Beneficial Interest: Tribal Rolls

Pursuant to those requirements, Secton 893,"8 of the Termination
Act provided that the beneficial ownership interest of individual
Menominee in the tribal assets were to become "personal property"
as of the Interior Secretary's Proclamation of Final Closure of the
roll of the tribe, and that these interests would be manifested by
a certificate of beneficial interest which was to be issued by the
7. 26 Fed. Reg. 3726 (1961).
8. Menominee Termination Act, ch. 303, 68 Stat. 260 (1954), 25 U.S.C. §:§891-902 (1970),
repealed 87 Stat. 770 (1973).
9. 68 Stat. 250 (1954), 25 U.S.C. § 891, repealed 87 Stat. 770 (1973).
10. See FREEDOM WITH RESERVATION 7 (Shames ed. 1972). See also various comments of
Sen. A. Watkins, the chief advocate of termination. Hearings on S. 2813, H.R. 2828 and
H. . 7135 Before the Subcomms. of the Joint Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs, 83d
Cong., 2d Sess. at 597. 598, 656, 669, 670, 673 (1954) [Hereinafter cited as Termination
Hearings]. See also G. ORFIELD, A STUDY OF THE TERMINATION POLICY, Pt. 1 at 1 (1964).
11. See generally V. DELOPjA, JR., CUsTR DIED FoR YOUR SiNs, 68-72 (Avon, 1970). See
also Termination Hearings, supra note 10 at 596, 656, 678.
12. The fiduciary responsibility was originally established in Article 5 of the 1817 Treaty,
7 Stat. 153. The Status was renewed in Article 1 of the 1891 Treaty, 7 Stat. 342. The 1886,
1848, 1854 and 1856 treaties did not alter or in any way abrogate that responsibility. Congressional acts strengthened the responsibility which has been recognized by the courts ; see,
e.g., Menominee Tribe of Indians v. United States, 101 Ct. Cl. 10, 19-20 (1944), and by the
Congress, see, e.g., Termination Hearings,supra note 10 at 598, 669.
18. 68 Stat. 250-51 (1954), 25 U.S.C. § 893 (1970), repealed 87 St~t, 770 (1973).
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tribe. 14 It also provided that, "such interests shall be alienable
only in accordance with such regulations as may be adopted by
the tribe.' 1 5 The Proclamation of Final Closure of the tribal roll
was published by the Secretary in December, 1957.16

2.

Termination Plan

Section 896,'1 of the Termination Act, required the tribe to develop a plan for the future control of tribal property which would
be approved and promulgated by the Secretary of the Interior,
if it conformed to applicable federal law. Until April 30, 1961, when
removal of federal supervision was effectuated, tribal affairs were
conducted by the General and Advisory Councils.' s General Council
meetings were open to the entire tribe with all adult enrolled Menominee entitled to vote. The Advisory Council was an elected body
that concerned itself primarily with business management of dayto-day affairs. Its action could be overturned by a vote of a General
Council or by the Secretary of Interior.' 9
Pursuant to the mandate of Section 896,20 the Menominee General Council in November, 1957, created a Coordinating and Negotiating Committee (C & N Committee) and authorized it to develop
a Termination Plan such as was called for by the Termination
Act itself. The C & N Committee presented a proposed Termination
Plan to the General Council on January 9, 1959. On three days
during that month, the tribal members considered the proposed
plan for the future control of the tribal assets which consisted of
2' 3
21
By-laws, 22 Voting Trust Agreement,
Articles of Incorporation,

Minors Trust Agreement 24 and Income Bond. 25 A resolution approving the proposed Termination Plan, as amended by those present,
was passed January 17, 1959, by the General Council on a vote
approved the Plan and
of 91-16.26 The Secretary of the Interior
27
published it in the Federal Register.

3.

Creation of MEI and the Trusts
Under the terms of the Plan and the Termination Act, a tribal
14. Id.
15. Id.
16. 22 Fed. Reg. 9957-72 (1957). The roll included 3,270 names.
17. 68 Stat. 251 (1954), 25 U.S.C. § 896 (1970), repealed 87 Stat. 770
18. Tomow v. N.E. Isaacson & Associates, Inc., 60 Wis. 2d 1, 5,
(1973).
19. Id. at 5, 208 N.W.2d at 826.
20. 68 Stat. 251 (1954), 25 U.S.C. § 896 (1970), repealed 87 Stat. 770
21. Articles of Incorporation of MEI, 26 Fed. Reg. 3730 (1961).
22. By-Laws of MEI, 26 Fed. Reg. 3790 (1961).
23. Menominee Common Stock and Voting Trust (Voting Trust
Reg. 3734 (1961).
24. Menominee Assistance Trust, 26 Fed. Reg. 3738 (1961).
25. Income Bond, 26 Fed. Reg. 3741 (1961).
26. Tomow, at 6, 208 N.W.2d' at 827.
27. 26 Fed. Reg. 3726 (1961).

(1973).
208 N.W.2d 824, 826
(1973).
Agreement),

26 Fed.
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corporation, Menominee Enterprises, Inc., (MEI), was to be formed
to hold legal title to and manage the tribal assets, 8 while members
of the tribe listed on the final roll held the beneficial ownership
interests in the tribal assets.2 9 Part of the Plan called for the
creation of the "Menominee Common Stock and Voting Trust,"
(Voting Trust) 0 composed of 7 persons, 4 Menominee and 3 nonMenominee. The Voting Trust was formed contemporaneously with
the incorporation of MEI in 1961,31 shortly before Termination became effective, when upon disbursement of $327,000 of tribal funds
held by the Secretary of the Interior, the four members of the
C & N Committee subscribed to a single stock certificate representing the 327,000 shares of stock in MEI.3 2 The Committee then
signed a Voting Trust Agreement by which the single stock certificate was transferred to the voting trustees, who then issued voting
trust certificates representing 100 shares of stock in MEI to each
tribal member listed on the final roll, excepting minors and incompetents whose certificates, comprising 40% of the total, were turned
33
over to the First Wisconsin Trust Company acting as trustee.
The C & N Committee also contemporaneously cancelled the Certificate of Beneficial Interest which the Chairman of the Advisory
Council had issued to the Committee.3 4 The Menominee Reservation
became Menominee County by act of the Wisconsin Legislature.33
4. Transfer of Assets
Title to all property, real and personal, held in trust by the
United States for the tribe, was transferred by the Secretary to
the tribal corporation pursuant to Section 897, of the Termination
Act.38 Tribal lands were conveyed to MEI by deeds and remaining
tribal assets were transferred to MEI as a capital contribution. 8 7
C.

APPLICABLE LAWS

As of April 30, 1961, Menominee were no longer "entitled to
any of the services performed by the United States for Indians
because of their status as Indians . . .38
All federal statutes
which affect Indians because of their status as Indians were no
28. Articles of Incorporation, Art. II, Purpose, 26 Fed. Reg. 3730 (1961).
29. 68 Stat. 250-51 (1954), 25 U.S.C. § 893 (1970), repealed 87 Stat. 770 (1973).
30. 26 Fed. Reg. 3734 (1961).
31. See Preamble to Termination Plan, 26 Fed. Reg. 3727-3729 (1961).
32. 26 Fed. Reg. 8729 (1961) ; Tomow at 7-8, 208 N.W.2d 827-28.
33. Preamble to Termination Plan, 26 Fed. Reg. 3727-3729 (1961)
Tomow, at 8, 208
N.W.2d at 828.
$4. Preamble to Termination Plan, 26 Fed. Reg. 3727-3729 (1961)
Tomow, at 23, 208
N.W.2d at 835.
85. Ch. 259, § 2, [1959] Wis. Sess. Laws 300-01.
36. 68 Stat. 252 (1954), 25 U.S.C. § 897 (1970), repealed 87 Stat. 770 (1973).
37. Preamble to the Termination Plan, 26 Fed. Reg. 3729 (1961).
38. 68 Stat. 252 (1954), 25 U.S.C. § 899 (1970), repealed 87 Stat. 770 (1973); 26 Fed.
Reg. 3726 (1961).
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longer applicable to tribal members. 9 State laws became applicable
to the tribe and its members in the same manner as they apply
0
to other persons within the jurisdiction.4
IV. PRESERVATION OF RIGHTS AND ASSETS
Following the implementation of this termination process, the
inherent dangers to the Menominee way of life in termination became clear and present. Under a corporate structure and deprived
of statutes for American Indians, the tribe waged its 13 year struggle
to maintain what remained of its way of life and to control and
protect its assets.
A.

HUNTING AND FISHING TREATY RIGHTS

The Menominee, like most Native Americans, have attempted
to maintain their traditional way of life by utilizing rights, such
as hunting and fishing, secured by treaties.4 1 When termination
became effective the State of Wisconsin prosecuted three Menominees
for unlawfully hunting deer on former reservation lands.4 2 In State
v. Sanapaw,43 the Wisconsin Supreme Court held that although hunting and fishing rights were reserved by the tribe in the 1854 Treaty
of the Wolf River,44 the Termination Act45 abrogated the Menominee
right to be free of Wisconsin's game laws by making state laws
applicable to the Menominee as they are to other citizens within
Wisconsin's jurisdiction.'8
Faced with the loss of hunting and fishing treaty rights, the
Menominee Tribe filed an action in the Court of Claims to recover
compensation for this valuable property right.47 The federal government contended that the Court no longer had jurisdiction over the
Menominee because of termination. The Court disagreed:
The Termination Act did not abolish the tribe or its membership. It merely terminated Federal supervision over and
responsibility for the property and members of the tribe.
The Menominee Indians continue to constitute a tribe whose
membership is composed of those persons whose names appear on the official roll of the tribe ....

,8

39. 68 Stat. 252 (1954), 25 U.S.C. § 899 (1970), repealed 87 Stat. 770 (1973).
40. Id.
41. See Treaty of Wolf River, 10 Stat. 1064 (1854) ; Menominee Tribe v. United States,
991 U.S. 404, 406 (1968).
42. State v. Sanapaw, 21 Wis. 2d 377, 124 N.W.2d 41 (1963), cert. denied, 377 U.S. 991
(1964).
43. Id.
44. 10 Stat. 1064 (1854) ; 21 Wis. 2d at 383, 124 N.W.2d at 44.
45. 68 Stat. 250 (1954). 25 U.S.C. §§ 891-902 (1970), repealed 87 Stat. 770 (1973).
46. 21 Wis. 2d at 388, 124 N.W.2d at 46.
47. Menominee Tribe v. United States, 179 Ct. CI. 496 (1967).
48. Id. at 500.
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But the Court concluded that the Termination Act did not abrogate
the hunting and fishing rights and thus refused to award the tribe
damages. 49 The U. S. Supreme Court granted certiorari in order
to resolve the conflict between the U. S. Court of Claims and the
Wisconsin Supreme Court. 0
Mr. Justice Douglas, writing for the majority, 51 stated, "While
the power to abrogate -those rights exists

.

.

.

'the intention to

abrogate or modify a treaty is not to be lightly imputed to the
Congress.' "5 Reading the Termination Act5 3 in pari Materia with
Public Law 280, 54 as amended to include the Menominee, the Court
concluded that "although federal supervision of the tribe was to
cease and all tribal property was to be transferred to new hands,
Wolf River
the hunting and fishing rights granted or preserved by the
55
Treaty of 1854 survived the Termination Act of 1954."
Public Law 280,56 which became effective seven years before
termination, at a time when Menominee tribal lands were still "Indian country," 57 gave Wisconsin criminal jurisdiction over its Indian
residents, but expressly stated that no hunting, trapping or fishing
treaty right could be regulated by the state. The Supreme Court
declined "to construe the Termination Act as a back-handed way
' ' 58
of abrogating the hunting and fishing rights of these Indians.
B.

TRIBAL LAND

Although with the Supreme Court's ruling the tribe continued
to enjoy hunting and fishing rights on former reservation lands,
the individual Menominee did not control those tribal lands, Congressional intent and Menominee intent to the contrary notwithstanding.
1. Tribe to Control
Section 896, of the Termination Act5" authorized the tribe to
formulate and submit to the Secretary of the Interior a plan for
the future control of its property. By this authorization Congress
intended that the tribe would control its own property:
49. Id. at 516.
50. Menominee Tribe v. United States, 391 U.S. 404 (1968).
51. The decision was a 6-2 vote with Justices Stewart and Black dissenting and Mr.
Justice Marshall not participating.
52. 391 U.S. at 412-13, quoting Pigeon River Co. v. Cox Co., 291 U.S. 138, 160 (1934).
53. 68 Stat. 250 (1954). 25 U.S.C. §§ 891-902 (1970), repealed 87 Stat. 770 (1973).
54. 18 U.S.C. § 1162 (1970)
(The Menominee Tribe was brought within this section's
provisions by Act of Aug. 24, 1954, ch. 910, § 1, 68 Stat. 795).
55. 391 U.S. at 411.
56. 18 U.S.C. § 1162 (1970).
57. Public Law 280 was enacted and amended in 1954. The Menominee Reservation became Menominee County in 1961.
58. 391 U.S. at 412.
59. 68 Stat. 251, 25 U.S.C. § 896 (1970), repeated 87 Stat. 770 (1973).
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Mr. Chavez: rWlhat does the bill provide, with respect to
the protection of their property after the Indians are put on
their own . . . ?
Mr. Watkins: The bill provides that they can write into their
own agreement, in whatever organization they set up, which
will probably be a corporation, a restriction on alienation, so
that the property cannot be disposed of, or someone cannot
take it away from them.
Mr. Chavez: That is the point I wanted to make, because
once in a while when we pretend to give the Indians a little
freedom, all we do is open up opportunity for a land grab
somewhere ...
Mr. Watkins: It cannot happen to these Indians, because
after all is said and done, the ultimate decision will be their
own. .... 90

In January of 1959 the tribe held a series of General Council
meetings for the purpose of formulating such a plan. All of the
expressed sentiment was against sales of any tribal land. No one
spoke in favor of any limited or emergency sales.61 This sentiment
reflected the Menominee's strong cultural identification with their
land. The tribe had avoided allotment and was attempting to prevent termination from doing that which allotment did to other Indian
tribes. 2 Ultimately, however, tribal members reluctantly accepted
a plan to permit land sales to enrolled Menominee for homesite
purposes.6 3 The days of land ownership in common with individual
occupance was over as far as homesites were concerned. As to
all other land sales, the tribe, destined to become shareholders
in Menominee Enterprises, Inc., (MEI) with the implementation
of termination, inserted a provision in MET's Articles of Incorporation limiting the corporation's powers:
Art. XII. Unless otherwise authorized by the affirmative
vote of the holders of not less than two-thirds of the outstanding shares of stock entitled to vote thereon, the corporation
shall have no authority to sell, exchange, assign, convey or
otherwise transfer all or any portion of the real property
owned by the corporation....
2. Corporate Control
As discussed above, termination was intended to remove federal
60. 99 CONG. REC. 9746 (1953).
61. See Tomow v. MEL, opinion of the Menominee County Circuit Court, reproduced In
Appendix B of the Petition for a Writ of Certiorari in Tornow v. MET, No. 73-760.
62. G. SPINDLER & L. SPINDLER, DREAMERS WrrHoUT PowER, THE MENoMINI INDIANS t95
(1971).
63. Articles of Incorporation of MET, Art. XII, 26 Fed. Reg. 3780 (1961).
64. Id.
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supervision over the tribal government and assets.65 Under the fiduciary relationship, the Menominee government often constituted
no more than a source of suggestions for Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA) action although several years prior to termination the BIA
relinquished decision-making powers regarding tribal matters. 66
While the General Council and Advisory Council allocated tribal
revenues, the BIA and the U. S. Forestry Service controlled and
managed tribal assets. 7
Menominee Enterprises, Inc., was incorporated by the C & N
Committee to hold legal title to and manage the tribal assets.68
The Board of Directors were to be elected by the MEI shareholders.6 9
This did not, however, result in tribal control of MEI.
The Voting Trust 70 was established in order to insure stability
of control, development of MEI policies, management of the Corporation and protection of the collective interests of MEI. 71 The
C & N Committee in consultation with the Menominee Indian Study
Committee 7 2 established by the Wisconsin Legislature, felt that the
voting trust would overcome gaps in essential training and experience among the tribal members and would lessen the influence
of "non-essential politics" in the management of business affairs. 78
The Voting Trustees became MEI's shareholders, and were given
broad powers in the Voting Trust Agreement:
1. The Trustees, in respect of the stock held by them hereunder, are hereby vested as owners of stock (without limitation except as herein otherwise provided) with all of the
rights, powers, and privileges of every kind and character
of owners thereof, including . . . (a) the right to vote the

same, as hereinafter provided, for every purpose ....

7

Individual Menominees hold Trust Certificates evidencing their interests in the Voting Trust.7 5 The certificate holders elect trustees
on a staggered basis at annual elections.7 6 The trustees, as shareholders, elect MEI's Board of Directors." In interpreting trustee
78
powers, the Supreme Court of the State of Wisconsin in Tomow,
stated that "the holders of the shares during the existence of the
65. See text accompanying footnote 9, supra.
OF INDiANS 43 (1971) ; G. ORFiELD, A STUDY OF THE
66. V. RAY, THE MENOMrINE TRx
TMINATION POLICY, Pt. II, at 3, 10 (1964).
67. V. RAy, supra note 66 at 43.
68. see text accompanying footnote 28, upra.
69. Articles of Incorporation of MEI, Art. V, Directors, 26 Fed. Reg. 3730 (1961).
70. See text accompanying footnotes 30-32, supra.
71. Voting Trust Agreement, 26 Fed. Reg. 3735 (1961).
72. See Wis. STAT. 13.83(3) (1971).
73. Preamble to the Termination Plan, 26 Fed. Reg. 3727 (1961).
74. Voting Trust Agreement, Art. III, Powers of Trustees, 26 Fed. Reg. 3735 (1961).
75. Preamble to the Termination Plan, 26 Fed. Reg. 3728 (1961).
76. Voting Trust Agreement, Art. VI, Election of Trustees, 26 Fed. Reg. 3737 (1961).
77. See text accompanying footnote 69, supra.
76. 60 Wis. 2d 1. 208 N.W.2d 824 (1978).
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voting trust were the voting trustees," -even for the purpose of
selling tribal land to non-Menominees under Article XII of MEI'S
Articles of Incorporation." Despite the expressed intent of the tribe
that it retain land sales power,8 0 not even this fundamental fight
was exempted from the voting, trustees' powers, as drafted by the
attorneys who were present at those General Council meetings and
as interpreted by the highest state court, which refused to examine
the transcripts of those meetings.
The Tomow case,81 inter alia, challenged the validity of the
mechanism by which the Voting Trust was created. In material
part, a Wisconsin Statute provides that, "Any number of shareholders
of a corporation may create a voting trust . . . by entering into
a written voting trust agreement .... ,,11
In Tomow88 162 Menominees, suing on behalf of the tribe as a class, argued that the individual enrolled Menominee and not the C & N Committee, whose
members signed as incorporators of MEI and who also signed the
voting trust agreement, were the "shareholders" of the corporation
for purposes of entering into the agreement. The State Supreme Court
held that the Menominee position was predicated on the proposition
that individual Menominees had been issued "shares" of stock in
MEI prior to the formation of the trust. But the Court concluded
that MEI only issued a single stock certificate to the C & N Committee, which then created the Voting Trust by entering into the
written agreement." Although individual Menominees possessed personal property interests in tribal property under Section 893, 8 5 the
Court rejected the contention that such an interest was analogous
to a "share of stock." 8 6 The Court found substantial compliance
with the Wisconsin statute.
Until 1971, the Voting Trust consisted of 7 members, only four
of whom were Menominee. 7 Membership has since been expanded
to 11 and each new member must be an enrolled Menominee or
descendant. The trustees were elected at an annual meeting for
seven year terms by the certificate holders. 8 However, for the
first decade following termination, the Menominee did not control
trusteeship elections.
The interests of minor tribal members, persons non compos
mentis and those otherwise deemed in need of assistance were en79. Id. at 28, 208 N.W.2d at 838.
80. See text accompanying footnotes 61-64, supra.
81. Tomow v. N.E. Isaacson & Associates, Inc., 60 Wis. 2d 1, 208 N.W.2d 824 (1973).
82. Wis. STAT. 180.27 (1959).
83. 60 Wis. 2d 1, 208 N.W.2d 824 (1973).
84. Id. at 19-20, 208 N.W.2d at 833-34.
85. 68 Stat. 250 (1954), 25 U.S.C. § 898 (1970), repealed 87 Stat. 770 (1973); see text
accompanying footnotes 13, 14, 29, supra.
86. 60 Wis. 2d at 20, 208 N.W.2d at 834.
87. Voting Trust Agreement, Art. VI, Election of Trustees, 26 Fed. Reg. 8737 (1961).
88. Id.
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trusted to the First Wisconsin Trust Company under the terms of
the Menominee Assistance Trust.89 The Assistance Trust was empowered to cast all the votes of the certificates of the minors and
incompetents in Voting Trust elections. 0 Moreover, these votes were
always cast in a bloc, representing as high as 43 per cent of all
outstanding certificates."' This voting power enabled the Assistance
Trust to control Voting Trust elections during the first phase of
termination.9 2 Since Voting Trustees elected the MEI Board of Directors, the importance of the Assistance Trust's voting power becomes clear. By controlling Voting Trust elections, the Assistance
Trust also effectively controlled MEI, a dominance of the tribe's
economic life which lasted for ten years. 93
The Assistance Trust was technically established under the authority of the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to Section 900,
of the Termination Act,9 4 which allows him to protect persons,
who are minors, non compos mentis or in the opinion of the Secretary are in need of assistance in conducting their affairs, by appointing guardians or using "such other means as he may deem adequate." '9 5 In Otradovec v. First Wisconsin Trust Co., 6 Menominee
plaintiffs argued that federal law required the Secretary to appoint
guardians under the Wisconsin Guardianship Statute.97 The Court held
such an interpretation would render the phrase "such other means
as he may deem adequate" meaningless. Thus, the court concluded
that Section 900 authorized the Secretary to create and the First
Wisconsin to administer the Assistance Trust. The Court did feel,
however, that Menominee parents could file for appointment as
guardian over their children in Wisconsin courts under the state
guardianship statute98 and that the First Wisconsin was empowered
by the Assistance Trust Agreement to transfer the assets. The Court
failed to note that most Menominee parents could not afford such
a procedure.
Thus, the Assistance Trust and the Voting Trust effectively controlled MEI, tribal economy and tribal lands to the exclusion of
the Menominee people or their chosen representatives.
89. Menominee Assistance Trust, 26 Fed. Reg. 3738 (1961).
90. Id. at 3740.
91. FREEDOM WITH RESERVATION 21 (Shames ed. 1972) (information contained In
Voting Trust and Board meeting minutes).
92. G. ORFIELD, A STUDY OF THE TERMINATION POLICY, pt. VI, at 14-15 (1964).
93. Ada Deer, Chairperson of the Menominee Common Stock and Voting Trust, testifying
at Menominee Indian Study Committee public hearings on the Restoration Bill in Shawano,
Wisconsin, February 16, 1973.
94. 68 Stat. 252 (1954), 25 U.S.C. § 900 (1970), repealed 87 Stat. 770 (1973).
95. Id.
96. Otradovec v. First Wisconsin Trust Co., 454 F.2d 1258 (1972).
97. Ws.STAT. § 319.09 (1959).
98. Id.
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3. Land Sales
By the mid-1960's, MEI was not financially able to cope with
increased county taxes.99 From 1967 on, these expenses were more
than double MEI's net income. 0 0 Only massive infusions of federal
and state aid enabled the tribal corporation to maintain operations
and meet its tax burden.' 0 In an effort to ease this tax burden,
MEI finally resorted to a land development program in 1968 whereby
Menominee tribal lands were sold to non-Menominees without tribal
approval.

0

2

On August 10, 1967, the MEI Board of Directors and the Voting
Trustees jointly passed a resolution stating in part that MEI was
authorized to sell Menominee Indian lands held by ME pursuant
to Sections 896 and 897, of the Termination Act and the Termination
Plan to non-Menominees. 0 3 Pursuant to this resolution, MEI and
a land developer and artificial lake builder, entered into an agreement whereby they established a joint venture known as "Lakes
of the Menominees" (LOM).104 This agreement was given unanimous
approval by the voting trustees and LOM undertook a substantial
and extensive land and lake development project known as "Legend
Lake." MEI received $150 per acre for the 5,170 acres it contributed
to the LOM project. To date, approximately 2,000 recreational homesites in the project have been sold to non-Menominee purchasers. 10 5
MEI's Board of Directors and the land developer decided by agreement that the land developer was to be the managing partner and
that his president and vice-president would have power of attorney
to execute all deeds of conveyance from LOM to any purchaser
in the ordinary course of business .106
Although this project relieved MEI's tax burden, it failed to
generate sufficient revenue to cover the continually increasing county
taxes and operation costs. 0 7 Thus, the project did not solve MEI's
financial difficulties. Culturally, the land sales to non-Menominees
created substantial outrage prompting considerable political activi8
ty.10
Organized resistance to these events began in late 1969. A group
99. See unpublished report of R. DEER and F. ALSTON, A CASE STUDy oF A RESOURCE
IsSUE: THE MENOMINEES AND THE WoLF RivER 16. In the early 1960s, MET paid from 80
to 90% of the county tax burden.
100. See V. RAY, supra note 66.
101. See Hearings on H.R. 7421 Before the Subcomm. on Indian Affairs of theq House
Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., Ser. 93-20, at 85, 242-43 (1973)
[hereinafter cited as RestorationHearings].
102. 60 Wis. 2d at 8-9, 208 N.W.2d at 828.
103. See 60 Wis. 2d 1, 208 N.W.2d 824.
104. Id. at 10, 208 N.W.2d at 829.
105. Id. at 10-11, 208 N.W.2d at 829.
106. Id. at 11, 208 N.W.2d at 829.
107. See Restoration Hearings, supra note 101 at 39.
108. For an account of the political activity see FREEDOM WITH RemVATION (Shames
ed. 1972).
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of Menominees formed DRUMS, Determination of Rights and Unity
for Menominee Stockholders, with three purposes in mind: (1) Halt
land sales, (2) restore the tribe to federal status and the land to federal trust and (3) rekindle tribal culture. 1 9 Grassroots organizing was
followed by protest demonstrations at Legend Lake sites,110 a protest
march from Menominee County to the Wisconsin State Capitol in
Madison,"" picketing First Wisconsin's offices in Milwaukee'1 and
by a series of law suits challenging the land sales, 11 8 the Voting
Trust"' and the Assistance Trust"15 brought by the OEO funded
Wisconsin Judicare. By 1971, DRUMS captured the four newly created voting trust positions'1 8 and have continually won voting trust
elections.' This voting strength coupled with the decline in power
of the Assistance Trust due to the coming of majority of great
numbers of Menominee children" 8 has enabled DRUMS to gain control of the Voting Trust and MEI's Board of Directors. After a
decade of "terminated existence" Menominees finally controlled
their corporate structure. By this time tribal lands had already
been sold to non-Menominees and the corporation's economic picture
was bleak.
The DRUMS-controlled voting trust immediately placed a moratorium on all land sales."19 Simultaneously, 162 Menominees brought
a class action to halt sales of remaining Legend Lake lots. 20 The
threat of an injunction, the change in Menominee political control
and other mounting pressures 12' forced the land developer to dissolve the Lakes of the Menominees partnership during the summer
of 1972. He agreed to pay MEI $250,000, return one-half the remaining unsold lots and remedy all environmental damage. This dissolution and the law suit eventually enabled MEI to repurchase the
unsold Legend Lake lots from Isaacson and Lakes of the Menomi2
nees.1
109. Id. at 77. See Id. at Ch. 4 (an account of the formation of DRUMS).
110. During 1970, 12 demonstrations involving from 25 to 150 people attempted to dissuade
non-Menominee from purchasing Legend Lake property. In Lakes of the Menominees v.
Dick, No. 26, Menominee County Circuit Court, April 28, 1972, LOM obtained an injunction
enjoining picketing on LOM property.
111. For an account of the October, 1972, March to Madison, see FmEEDOM WrTH RESERvATioN (Shames ed. 1972).
112. See Id.

113. 60 Wis. 2d 1, 208 N.W.2d 824 (1973).
114. Id.
115. Otradovec v. First Wisconsin Trust Co., 454 F.2d 1258 (1972).
116. See text accompanying footnotes 87-88, supra.
117. Beginning in 1970.
118. As increasing numbers of Menominee minors attained majority age, the Assistance
Trust's voting power waned. Currently, the Assistance Trust holds roughly 9% of trust
certificates.
119. See Minutes of the Board of Directors, MEI, of June 2, 1972.
120. 60 Wis. 2d 1, 208 N.W.2d 824 (1973).
121. Dissolution occurred after the Tomow trial but before the trial court rendered its
opinion-for an illustration of the mounting pressures, see e.g., LOM v. Dick, No. 26,
Menominee County Circuit Court, April 28, 1972.
122. The sale was closed and the deeds were signed May 31, 1974 and July 3. 1974, and
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In the law suit, Tomow, 23 the Menominee plaintiffs argued,
inter alia, that Article XII of MEI's Articles of Incorporation 2'
required that two-thirds of the Menominee certificate holders approve
any and all land sales to non-Menominees. This had been the tribal
intent clearly expressed at tribal General Council meetings in January, 1959,1 25 and recorded in the minutes of those meetings. Nevertheless, the attorneys and the C & N Committee drafted documents
1 26
conferring broad powers on the voting trustees, as discussed above.
The plaintiffs argued that these two provisions (Art. XII and the
Voting Trust Agreement) 27 were contradictory therefore necessitating reference to parol evidence to determine tribal intent, which
was that Art. XII was to have constituted an exception to broad
trustee powers. Since the Menominees had not approved the land
sales as required under Art. XII, MEI's Board of Directors was
powerless to convey title. The trial court granted plaintiffs' request
for an injunction to halt sales of the remaining land.. 28 But the
Wisconsin Supreme Court reversed, holding that since the Voting
Trust Agreement was unambiguous, no reference could be made
to the 1959 General Council meetings. The Voting Trust Agreement
conferred upon the trustees all the powers of shareholders, including,
said the court, approval of land sales under Art. XII. 1 9 The U.S.
Supreme Court denied the Menominees' petition for a writ of certiorari in January, 1974.130 Thus, the courts failed to honor tribal
intent while permitting seven voting trustees, three of whom were
non-Menominees and all of whose elections were controlled by the
First Wisconsin Trust's bloc voting, to authorize sale of tribal lands.
The land developer was permitted to sell his 300 remaining Legend
Lake lots. And so it goes.
Vine Deloria has written:
Tribal existence has always been predicated upon a land
base, a homeland, within which tribal existence could take
place. The primary concern of Indian tribes has been the
protection of the land to which they are related.' 3 '
The land developer was not to sell the 300 lots to the public,
recorded as Document No. 8905, at Vol. 28 of Records, p. 327 on July 2, 1974, and as Document No. 8924, at Vol. 28 of Records, p. 365 on July 10, 1974, all with Register of Deeds,
Menominee County, Wis.
123. 60 Wis. 2d 1, 208 N.W.2d 824 (1973). Discussed supra with respect to the Voting
Trust issue.
124. 26 Fed. Reg. 3730 (1961).
125. See text accompanying footnotes 61, 63, supra.
126. See text accompanying footnote 74, supra.
127. 26 Fed. Reg. 3730, 3734 (1961).
128. 60 Wis. 2d at 14-15, 208 N.W.2d at 831.
129. 60 Wis. 2d at 26-27, 208 N.W.2d at 837.
130. Tomow V. MET, 94 S. Ct. 883 (1974).
191. V. DELORIA, JR., CUSTER DiED FOR YOUR SINS 230 (Avon, 1970).
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however. By the time the injunction was lifted -in 1974, Congress
had passed and the President had signed the Menominee Restoration
Act. 13 2 The Act, with its promise of increase revenue for MEI as
a result of tax-exempt status of Reservation property and income,
enabled the corporation to secure financing and to purchase the
former tribal lands from Isaacson, thereby retaining at least a
portion of the Legend Lake land. Menominee cultural identity had
been directly threatened by the sale of tribal land to non-Menominee.
However, the Legend Lake project has produced more than this
direct loss.
The artificial Legend Lake was created by damming nine small
natural lakes and swamplands.133 Those swamplands provided the
tribe with rich hunting and fishing. That fact was an original inducement to the Menominees for entering into the Wolf River Treaty
in 1854.134 A permit to construct the dam was granted by Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources, despite testimony at hearings
that the project would cause substantial ecological and cultural damage. 13 5 In Daley v. Natural Resources Bd.,136 the Menominee plaintiffs' challenge to the dam permit was denied. The flooding irreparably altered the area's ecology, which fostered the breeding and
spawning of game and fish, thereby impairing Menominee hunting
and fishing. Thus, although the United States Supreme Court declared in Menominee Tribe v. United States, 37 that Menominee hunting and fishing treaty rights survived termination, the State of Wisconsin was permitted to indirectly impinge upon those rights in
a backhanded fashion. Since only Congress can abrogate treaty
rights,' 3 8 the State of Wisconsin has been permitted to abrogate
indirectly, by procedures altering topography and ecology, that which
they could not abrogate directly.
Furthermore, the Lakes of the Menominees joint venture had
issued to non-Menominee Legend Lake purchasers personal, nonassignable hunting and fishing privileges on all MEI property. If
the courts 39 uphold the validity of such privileges, then Menominee
hunting and fishing rights will be further indirectly impinged upon
by the presence of 2,000 non-Menominee hunters and fishers.
132. Menominee Restoration Act, 87 Stat. 770 (1973) (25 U.S.C.A. §§ 903-903f (Supp.
1974)), repealing 68 Stat. 250 (1954), 25 U.S.C. §§ 891-902 (1970).
133. Daly v. Natural Resource Bd., 60 Wis. 2d 208, 213, 208 N.W.2d 839 (1973).
134. Menominee Tribe of Indians v. United States, 95 Ct. Cl. 232, 240-41 (1941).
135. See transcript of hearings as reproduced in the Appendix to the Petition for a Writ
of Certiorari in Daly v. Natural Resource Board, No. 73-773.
136. 60 Wis. 2d 208, 208 N.W.2d 839 (1973).
137. Menominee Tribe v. United States, 391 U.S. 404 (1968) ; see text accompanying footnotes 51-58, supra.
138. Menominee Tribe v. United States, 391 U.S. 404, 412-13 (1968).
139. The trial court in Van Camp v. MEI, Menominee County Circuit Court, enjoined MEI
from interfering with what the Court characterized as hunting and fishing privileges warranted to plaintiffs, non-Menominee Legend Lake purchasers, in LOM's sales contract. MEI
appealed to the Wisconsin Supreme Court where the case is presently pending.
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Tribal lands hold a sacred position in Menominee cultural values.
The earth is deemed to be the Mother from which all living things
emerge. 1 0 Its ecological preservation is nothing less than a religious
obligation. By transforming natural lakes and marshlands into large,
artificial lakes, by transforming the surrounding forest area into
a real estate cottage development, and by commercially inducing
substantial numbers of people to the development, the LOM venture
has permanently damaged the area's ecology. 1 l
V. RESTORATION
A. DRuMs
As discussed above, the DRUMS organization was established
to stop Menominee land sales, obtain restoration of federal status,
and stimulate the Menominee culture.142 By obtaining political control of the Voting Trust and MEI's Board of Directors,'4 8 DRUMS
was able to impose a moratorium on land sales. 4 4 By strenuous

lobbying in Washington, DRUMS leaders, representing the Menominee tribe as elected officials, were able to pressure Congress into
passing the Menominee Restoration Act.

B.

45

ENACTMENT

The Restoration Act'46 repeals the Termination Act' 4

7

reinstates

the Menominee tribe as a federally recognized, sovereign Indian
tribe'4 8 and restores to the Menominee those federal services fur-

nished to American Indians because of their status as American
Indians. 14 While repealing termination and reinstating BIA supervision, the Restoration Act is a novel attempt to obtain for American
Indians federal protection without accompanying domination and
paternalism. 50 Provisions for autonomy and self-government have
5
been worked into the trusteeship structure.1 '
140. See, e.g., Restoration Hearings, supra, note 101 at 326 (Statement of Shirley Daly,
member, MEI Board of Directors).
141. For example, as contended' in Daly, the artificial lakes are having seepage problems
ironically prompting Legend Lake property owners to sue the joint developers for ecological
damages.
142. See text accompanying footnote 109, supra.
143. See text accompanying footnotes 117, 118, supra.
144. See text accompanying footnote 119, supra.
145. Menominee Restoration Act, 87 Stat. 770 (1973) (25 U.S.C.A. §1 903-903f (Supp.
1974)), repealing 68 Stat. 250 (1954), 25 U.S.C. §§ 891-902 (1970) (signed Into law by
President Nixon on December 22, 1973).
146. Id.
147. Id.
148. Id.
149. Id., at § 3(b) (25 U.S.C.A. at 903a(b)).
151. See H.R. Rep. No. 572, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973) and 119 CoNG. Rzc. 8160 (daily
Ada Deer in DRUMS Newsletter, of Volume III, No. 4, p. 1, March 15, 1974).
151. See H.R. Rep. No. 572, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1978) and 119 CONG. REC. 8160 (dally
ed. May 2, 1973) (remarks of Senators Proxmire and Nelson).
152. 87 Stat. 770 (1973) (25 U.S.C.A. §§ 903-903f (Supp. 1974)), repealing 68 Stat. 250
(1954), 25 U.S.C. §§ 891-902 (1970).
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C. TREATY RIGHTS
The Restoration Act' 52 reinstates all rights and privileges of
the tribe or its members under Federal treaty which may have
been diminished or lost pursuant to the Termination Act. 153 Furthermore, nothing in the Restoration Act' 5 ' will diminish any rights
or privileges enjoyed by the tribe or its members presently or
prior to the passage of the Termination Act 55 under federal treaty
which are not inconsistent with the provisions of the Restoration
Act. 156 Thus, the Act recognizes and reaffirms Menominee treaty
rights. However, the Act does provide that the Menominee will
honor any obligations incurred during termination. 157 Furthermore,
environmental damage destroying breeding grounds cannot be remedied. 5 8 Restoration, while not making such rights whole again,
will prevent indirect abrogation and impairment of them in the
future. It also established a Congressional policy determination to
reaffirm federal-Indian treaties.
D.

TRIBAL LAND:

TRUST

The Restoration Act' 59 provides that tribal property, the title
to which is held by MEI, 1 0 will be transferred to the Secretary
of the Interior.'"' The land transferred will be taken in the name
of the United States in trust for the Menominee tribe and will
be part of their reservation. 18 2 Restoration thereby removes the threat
of future sales of tribal land by returning unsold tribal lands to
the federal trust. Although tribal lands will be protected by Restoration, the Act does not remedy the loss of land already suffered.
Rather, the Act provides that property rights or obligations and
contractual rights and obligations will be honored. 63 The interests
of Legend Lake and other non-Menominee property owners are protected.
E.

CULTURAL PROSPECTS

Restoration should stimulate the Menominee culture. Tribal lands
will be protected.' 64 Treaty rights will be honored.6 s The tribal roll,
153. Id.
154. Id.
155. 68 Stat. 250 (1954), 25 U.S.C. §§ 891-902 (1970), repealed 87 Stat. 770 (1973).
156. 87 Stat. 770 (1973) (25 U.S.C.A. § 903a(c) (Supp. 1974)), repealing 68 Stat. 250
(1954), 25 U.S.C. §§ 891-902 (1970).
157. Id. at 770-71 (25 U.S.C.A. § 903a(d) (Supp. 1974)).
158. See text accompanying footnotes 183-136, supra.
159. 87 Stat. 770 (1973) (25 U.S.C.A. §§ 903-903f (Supp. 1974)), repealing 68 Stat. 250
(1973), 25 U.S.C. §§ 891-902 (1970).
160. See text accompanying footnotes 28. 68, supra.
161. 87 Stat. 773 (1973) (25 U.S.C.A. § 903d(b) (Supp. 1974)).
162. Id.
163. Id. at 770-71 (25 U.S.C.A. § 903a(d) (Supp. 1974)).
164. See text accompanying footnotes 159-162, supra.
165. See text accompanying footnotes 152-156, supra.
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closed by termination, will be reopened thereby permitting Menominee children, Indians by birth-right and life-style, to be recognized
by law and government as Native Americans. 6 The tribe will be
able to draft its own Constitution and by-laws providing it with
an opportunity to structure tribal government to reflect cultural
values.16? Restoration affords the Menominee a golden opportunity
to stimulate their culture which was rocked and threatened by termination.
Restoration further signifies the emergence of a new federal
policy towards Native Americans. That policy is designed to achieve
federal protection without federal domination of Indian tribes. 6 8 The
success of this policy will enable continuing growth of the Menominee
culture and pride, not to mention the liberating effect it will have

on other Native Americans .169
VI.

CONCLUSION

Termination not only failed to achieve its goals but also left
the tribe in a cultural and economic wasteland. Although federal
supervision was removed, the federal government had to spend thousands of dollars to prevent MEI's bankruptcy. Although Congress
intended that the tribe should control its corporate structure, it
took a decade and a massive grass roots political -effort for the
Menominee to seize control. By that time tribal land had been
sold and the corporation was experiencing difficult financial times.
Although Congress intended that termination would not amount to
a "land grab" because tribal members could restrict alienation,
tribal attorneys, in drafting documents, and the court system, in
deciding cases, failed to honor that expressed intent thereby enabling seven voting trustees whose elections were controlled by the
Assistance Trust to authorize land sales.
Termination adversely affected Menominee cultural identity: tribal lands were sold while for nearly half of the termination period
the people had to fight legal battles before the State would honor
hunting and fishing rights only to see those rights whittled away
by destruction of breeding grounds and extension of privileges,
if validated by the courts, to non-Menominees. Common ownership
of lands and occupancy rights were destroyed. Children were prevented from being enrolled thereby denying them legal recognition
166. 87 Stat. 771-72 (1973) (25 U.S.C.A. § 903b(c) (Supp. 1974)). Termination had
shattered self-identity. A Menominee child once remarked: "Who are we? We are told we
are no longer Indians. We know we are not white, so who are we?" V. RAY, &apra note 66
at 38.
167. Id. at 772 (25 U.S.C.A. § 903c(a) (Supp. 1974)).
168. See text accompanying footnote 150, supra.
169. See Restoration Hearings, supra note 101 at 324-325 (Statement of Vine Deloria, Jr.).
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as Indians. The list is considerably longer. The Wall Street Journal
noted:
[Termination] caused widespread demoralization and anxiety among Indians who had to purchase land they had long
considered their own. "Termination psychosis" became even
worse when some Indians lost their land at auction
because
70
they were unable to pay state property taxes.
Restoration halts this slow destruction of a people and their
culture, in addition to providing a framework for stimulating the
people and the culture. Restoration signals a change in policy, a
beginning of a new government-Indian partnership. Restoration evidences that Congress has learned the lesson discussed in the introduction to this paper and editorialized by the Wall Street Journal:
[Termination] was disastrous because Washington did not
understand that it is virtually impossible to successfully impose alien values on people with vastly different traditions
and culture. . . . Congress has too often failed to take into
account the very values and traditions that distinguish effective reform from ineffective intrusion. The short-lived
Menominee experiment will stand 171
as a conspicuous monument to this lack of understanding.

170. Wall Street Journal, Jan. 7, 1974 at 10, Col. 1 (Eastern ed.).
171. Id.

